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A compliment is a speaker’s expression of a positive stance toward some referent
attributable to her/his addressed recipient. Belonging to a larger class of supportive
actions, compliments are one method through which speakers can praise a recipient
(other methods of praise delivery include congratulating, appreciating, and crediting).
Compliments are important to human sociality because they constitute a key practice
through which a participant to an interaction can display explicit approval of another
person, thereby moving to create or maintain social solidarity.

Although the heading of this article features a noun, compliments, in the LSI field
this term usually refers to complimenting sequences in interaction, including the social
actions of both complimenting and responding to compliments. The focus of this article is
thus upon our existing knowledge of how complimenting sequences work in recorded,
naturally occurring talk in interaction.

Complimenting sequences are organized into “adjacency pairs” (Heritage, 1984;
Schegloff & Sacks, 1973). The adjacency-pair structure is a normative framework for
actions wherein one speaker’s production of a first pair-part, which initiates some
course of action—for example, the action of complimenting—selects a next speaker,
who should immediately produce an appropriate second pair-part—in this case, a
compliment response.

Excerpt 1 shows a prototypical complimenting sequence. At line 1, Travis delivers
a first pair-part complimenting utterance by positively assessing his recipient Jason’s
appearance. At line 2 Jason produces a second pair-part compliment response.

(1) Pillet-Shore UT-4

01 TRAVIS: You’re lookin sha:rp.

02 JASON: W’l th(h)anks. hh hhh

03 TRAVIS: You be:t.

Compliment responses

Most studies of complimenting sequences focus on how speakers respond to compli-
ments, following Pomerantz’s (1978) pioneering analysis of compliment responses in
American English telephone conversation. Pomerantz describes complimenting first
pair-parts as placing recipients into an interactional double bind.

One part of this double bind stems from the fact that compliments are recurrently
done through utterances that assess the addressed recipients. In her analysis of how
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noncomplimenting assessments work in interaction, Pomerantz (1984) shows that,
when speakers assess a referent that is accessible to their recipient, the recipient should
respond by producing a second assessment, which either agrees or disagrees with the
first.

Excerpt 2 exemplifies such a noncomplimenting assessment sequence. At line 1, Jeff
produces a first pair-part utterance that positively assesses the day’s weather—a refer-
ent to which his recipient Trent has concurrent access. At lines 2–3 Trent responds by
delivering a second assessment, which immediately agrees with Jeff’s first assessment.

(2) Pillet-Shore UT-6

01 JEFF: It’s a beautiful day outsi[de.

02 TRENT: [It is a beautiful

03 day,=is:n’t it.

Though recipients of a first assessment have the option of responding by producing a
second assessment that either agrees or disagrees with the first, participants to interac-
tion do not treat these alternative options as equivalent, or as equally valued. Rather,
parties typically treat second assessments that agree as “preferred” over those that dis-
agree.

“Preferred” is a conversation-analytic term that refers to systematic properties of turn
and sequence construction, through which parties manage courses of action that either
promote or undermine social solidarity (Heritage 1984; Schegloff 2007, p. 59). The sec-
ond pair-part in any adjacency pair that promotes solidarity by aligning or cooperating
with the project or activity set in motion by the first pair-part is usually the “preferred”
response. Pomerantz (1984) argues that the majority of first assessments are designed
by their speakers to “prefer” agreement. Thus, as first assessments, compliments invite
the recipient to agree with and accept the compliment.

Preference for agreement is not, however, the only preference operative during com-
plimenting sequences. Pomerantz (1978) argues that a complimenting first pair-part
also sets in motion a conflicting preference for the compliment’s recipient to avoid self-
praise. Self-praising in an interaction—done for example through positive assessments
of oneself or through acclaim of one’s own accomplishments—is widely regarded as a
social transgression that undermines social solidarity, since “a raising of the self may
imply a lowering of the other” (Brown & Levinson, 1987, p. 39).

Precisely because these two preferences—to avoid self-praise on the one hand, and to
accept and agree with the compliment on the other—are at odds with one another, com-
pliment recipients are in an interactional bind when producing a response: they must
work to design their response so it displays a sensitivity to both of these incompatible
constraints.

Pomerantz (1978) describes various “solutions” to, or “resolutions” of, these conflict-
ing constraints that are available to compliment recipients. One such a solution is appre-
ciation (e.g., “W’l th(h)anks.” in Excerpt 1, line 2), which recognizes the prior utterance
as a compliment without being semantically fitted to its specifics. Appreciations, how-
ever, are vulnerable to being heard as implicit agreements with the compliment.
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Other second pair-part utterance-based solutions are scaled-down agreements,
achieved through downgraded assessments (i.e., in their responses, compliment recip-
ients can use a less positive descriptor than the compliment deliverer); qualifications or
exceptions that at least partially invalidate or disagree with the preceding praise; and
referent shifts in which the compliment’s recipient either deflects to some other object
or person the praise embedded in the compliment or does a return compliment (for a
detailed description of compliment-response solution types, see Golato, 2005).

Several of these compliment-response types can be seen in Excerpt 3. After the
teacher (T2) appreciates and compliments Mom (lines 1–2), Mom responds by
delivering an appreciation (“Thanks,” line 5) and then by introducing a qualification
or partial invalidation of T2’s compliment (“I’m never he:::re very much,” lines 5–6
and 8). After T2 continues her complimenting action (lines 9–10 and 12), Mom does
a return compliment, praising the two teachers (T1 and T2) with whom she is talking
(after which they both issue appreciations at lines 15–16).

(3) Pillet-Shore PT 04

01 T2: ↑Thank you fera- fer all yer support. As far

02 as[: (.) mo:ms go:, (0.4) yer wonderful.

03 MOM: [tch! ((dismissive hand wave))

04 T2: [Jus:: as far as thuh tea:cherz::,

05 MOM: [↑My gosh. Thanks.=I’m never he:::re very

06 much.hh hhh

07 T2: So:: [I mean most-

08 MOM: [∘Not in the cla:ssroom anyway.but-∘

09 T2: But jus:: (.) notes that get sent ho::me, yih respo::nd,

10 Ih ju:s really nice.tih know that-

11 MOM: tch! Wull oh[(.)kay.

12 T2: [yer supportive.[An’ it MAkes::-

13 MOM: [Wull you guys are uh great

14 tea:m too.

15 T1: tch! [Thank yo::u.

16 T2: [Thank you.

A substantial body of literature has developed since Pomerantz (1978) that examines
verbal compliment behaviors in various languages (at least six varieties of English
and 12 other languages). While some of this work compares compliment-response
strategies across languages, it has been rare for an empirical study to analyze com-
pliments and compliment responses together in their sequential context. A notable
exception, Golato’s (2005) study of complimenting sequences in everyday spoken
German, demonstrates the interconnectedness of German compliment first and second
pair-parts in terms of their design and function.

Complimenting sequences

Golato (2005) provides an analysis of how compliment deliverers design their com-
plimenting utterances, explicating how speakers refer to the assessable and how they
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express the positiveness of the compliment assertion. Critically, Golato argues that it is
the position of a compliment turn within the larger interactional and sequential context
that determines its function.

For example, Golato discusses the mitigating function of compliments in requests.
She shows that compliments typically occur before the explicit request component and
thereby delay the requesting utterance in the sequence. By delaying the request with a
positive statement, a speaker provides his/her recipient with an additional opportunity
to produce an offer (of the incipiently requested referent).

Golato also analyzes compliments that occur as part of “dispreferred” second pair-
parts (e.g., a rejection of an offer or invitation). She shows how a compliment may
be placed before a rejection, thereby delaying that rejection, or may be placed after a
rejection, thereby providing a reason for the rejection that is not attributable to the
coparticipant. Golato argues that it is with respect to the sequential organization of the
interaction that compliments can be said to be face saving or face maintaining, or to
have a social solidarity building function.

In addition, Golato analyzes compliments given in multiparty interactions, focus-
ing on second compliments—compliments given by a third party either before or after
the compliment’s recipient has responded. Her analysis shows that these second com-
pliments have the form of agreements and that these agreeing third-party turns are
regularly placed before the response of the compliment’s recipient.

Research on compliments: New directions

Recent directions in research related to compliments include the analyses of (1) how
participants constitute and orient to complimenting or praising actions in institutional
interactions, and (2) multimodal aspects of compliment or praise delivery and recep-
tion (i.e., parties’ use of audible and visible resources to express and receive praise and
compliments).

An exemplar of such research, Pillet-Shore (2012) examines video-recorded
naturally occurring parent–teacher conference interactions, demonstrating that
participants treat utterances that praise nonpresent students as implying praise of
their parents. Finding that parents respond to teachers’ student-praising utterances
as compliments, Pillet-Shore shows how parents systematically pass the opportunity
to deliver a full turn at talk immediately after the teachers’ praise of students by
producing laugh tokens or continuers (e.g., vocalizations such as “Mm hm” and head
nods in environments other than after yes/no questions) or by allowing silence to
develop. When parents do deliver a lexical response, it recurrently takes the form of a
sequence-closing acknowledgment token (“Okay”), an appreciation (“Thank you”), or
both. Through their use of these interactional resources, parents index their orientation
to the teacher’s preceding student-praising utterance as a compliment, displaying their
sensitivity to the preference to accept and agree with the teacher’s compliment while
at the same time avoiding self-praise by not saying anything semantically fitted to
the specifics of the teacher’s prior turn. Correlatively, this research also demonstrates
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that parents systematically work to not articulate student-praising utterances, thereby
avoiding implications of self-praise.

Pillet-Shore also shows that, when teachers deliver a positive assessment of the
student and then go on to explicitly credit that student’s success to the parent(s), those
teachers recurrently laugh after the completion of their crediting utterances. This can
be seen in Excerpt 4, which shows the teacher (T) delivering a praising summary
assessment of the student (lines 1–3 and 5), explicitly crediting that student success to
the parent (line 7), and then laughing (end of line 7).

(4) Pillet-Shore PT 13a

01 T: Ana: is: such a sweetheart. Like she:’s just? .hh She’s

02 one a those kids thet just .hh knows what tih do¿An’ does

03 it¿An’=

04 MOM: =∘hhm∘

05 T: Stays quiet¿ An’ follows dir[ections¿An’ everything.

06 MOM: [pt! hhh huh huh

07 T: So yer doin’ a very good job. hih he[h

08 MOM: [Thanks.

One way to understand why teachers laugh when they deliver praise is to analyze their
laughter as a device that invites their recipients into a safe compliment response: They
are using their own laughter to display their stance toward their just completed cred-
iting utterance, as placing their parent-recipients into Pomerantz’s (1978) interactional
double bind. But this cannot be the only explanation for what teachers are doing by
laughing when they credit parents, because teachers do not laugh when they simply
compliment the parent for something that the parent did (as in Excerpt 3, line 2).

Pillet-Shore (2012) argues that an additional way to understand why teachers, as
praise deliverers, laugh when they credit parents is to interpret their laughter as a dis-
play of their own orientation to what they have just said and done as interactionally
problematic and delicate: They are using their laughter as a sign of, and partial remedy
for, the delicate action of explicitly evaluating the parent on the basis of how the stu-
dent is performing and behaving in class. Teachers’ crediting utterances leak teachers’
evaluation of parents on the basis of students’ performance in school.

Pillet-Shore’s (2012) research demonstrates that, rather than affording a mutually
enjoyable moment of celebration that is transparently supportive of social solidarity,
the action of praising students—and of complimenting parents—can occasion
interactional problems for the participants. In addition, this study shows how the
action of complimenting can be done not only by positively assessing some aspect of
one’s addressed recipient, but also by praising someone or something the recipient
“owns”—someone for whom (or something for which) the recipient is regarded as
responsible. Likewise, this research shows that the action of self-praising includes not
only a speaker’s self-directed favorable talk, but also a speaker’s favorable talk about
someone or something s/he “owns,” thus empirically demonstrating the distributed
and heterogeneous character of “the self.”

SEE ALSO: Agreement and Disagreement; Cohesion; Conversational Preference;
Laughter; Stance-Taking
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